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Hello! My name is Big Papa, and this is my son Little Man. Little Man and I are the same but different. We are both monsters, but we are different colors. See I am green, and he is blue.
My name is Jerry. This is my friend Cindy. Cindy and I are the same but different. We are both rabbits, but I am a boy, and she is a girl.
We are the bread-friends. We are the same but different. Jelly and Peanut when combined make a yummy snack!
My name is Zippy, and this is my brother Zip. We are a unique kind of monster. Zippy and Zip are two brother monsters in one! They are the same but different. Zippy has a square head, and Zip has a rectangle head. They both have one eye, and they are green.
This is Hairy and his friend Spike. They are the same but different. Hairy has light brown hair, and Spike has red hair. Are they alike in any other way?

Yes, that’s right! They both have five teeth. Good Job.
How many of you know what Lego’s are? Oh good! These three little monsters are the lego triplets. They are the same but different. They have the same body formation but are all different colors and have different color of eyes.
Greetings! We are the Anadriods. We are the same but different. Can you point out the differences?
Yes! They are all different colors. They all have different mouths and they are all different sizes. How are they the same? They both have two antennas and two eyes. Good job!
How many of you like spaghetti and tomato sauce? Me too! This monster is called Tummy Yummy. He is a noodle lover just like you. He is the same as other monsters but different. Tummy Yummy is red like other monsters. He is different because there are no other pasta monsters in the world. Isn't that cool?
This is another kind of unique monster. His name is Chuck the Trunk! Chuck has many monster families all over the world. Have you seen any of Chucks family members? Sometimes they are called trees. They are the same but different. Not every tree is the same. They all have different personalities and forms.
There are so many monsters, each different than others. But, just like us, they have somethings in common. How are you and your friends “the same but different?”
How many of you know what Lego’s are? Oh, good! These three little grey Lego are triplets. They are the same but different. They have the same body formation but are all different color of eyes.